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Mohammed leads the Global Business Services operations team, supporting the university's international footprint. His role encompasses structuring local operating models; ensuring worldwide accounting, finance and tax compliance; and providing tax and regulatory consulting. He also works to ensure that an adequate business systems infrastructure is in place to support Stanford's growing global presence.

Prior to joining the Stanford team in 2017, Mohammed spent 25 years in corporate finance. He worked in various industries, including audit, consumer-packaged goods, nuclear, software and social media, where he led global teams. He spent most of his career at global companies, which led him to live and work in Western Europe, West Africa and the U.S., as well as to conduct numerous medium-term assignments in dozens of countries in Eastern Europe, East Africa, Asia, Southern Africa and Latin America. Mohammed is a Certified Public Accountant and a member of both the American Institute of CPAs and California Society of CPAs.